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Abstract
A sea change in higher education is shaping the way many libraries deliver instruction to their students and faculty. Years of technological innovation and changes in the way that people discover and use information has made online instruction an essential part of a library’s teaching and learning program. In order to evaluate our library’s online instruction program and to determine its future goals, we analyzed the technology, pedagogical models, organizational structures, administrative supports, and partnerships we would need in order to succeed. Our findings may be useful for libraries reassessing their own online instruction programs.
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Introduction

A sea change in higher education is shaping the way many libraries deliver instruction to their students and faculty. Major studies such as the Horizon report, ACRL’s Top Ten Trends, the ECAR report, and Project Information Literary consistently show traditional models of education giving way as technology drives change, mobile devices proliferate, massively open online courses (MOOCs) challenge existing structures, and student expectations change (Johnson et al. 2013; ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee 2012; Dahlstrom 2012; Head and Eisenberg 2010). According to ACRL, one of the top ten trends affecting academic libraries is this very “period of flux, and potentially even turmoil” that postsecondary institutions are experiencing (ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee 2012, 313).

While the higher education student body in the U.S. has grown 2.6% annually over the past decade, online education has leapt ahead, growing 17.3% each year (Allen and Seaman 2013, 18), and the proportion of postsecondary students taking at least one online course is at an all-time high at 32%. Moreover, 69% of academic leaders report that online education is critical to their long-term strategy (Allen and Seaman 2013, 4). Ithaka S+R’s 2012 report on online instruction indicates that virtually every post-secondary institution is experimenting with online instruction (Bacow et al. 2012). Trends show that e-learning has passed the point of no return: after years of experimentation, it is now firmly a part of post-secondary education.

Students are increasingly demanding an education on their terms, one that is technology-based and customizable. This trend, according to Chronicle Research Services, will solidify as students come to expect “a plethora of learning options that they can mix and match to play to their strengths” (2009, 52). Increasingly they expect to combine in-class and online instruction at their convenience (Chronicle Research Services 2009). As the Horizon Report observes, the days of the “one-size-fits-all” teaching model are quickly disappearing (Johnson et al. 2013, 10). Online education will not only produce fundamental changes in how teachers teach and students learn (Bacow et al. 2012), but also affect users’ expectations of library instruction. Academic libraries must expand their repertoire of approaches beyond face-to-face classes to help meet the changing needs of these students (Dupuis 2009).
Like many institutions, Wilfrid Laurier University Library has responded to these trends by increasing online instruction in a piecemeal, ad-hoc way. Lack of goals, vision, and direction has hampered our ability to coordinate efforts. In 2012, the library formed a task group to consider an external library review’s recommendation of a more robust and coordinated online instruction program. The group was tasked to articulate a five-year vision and determine what would be needed in order to accomplish this vision. Our mandate was to assess the instructional goals, resources, and governance required to create an effective online instruction program. We examined the technology, pedagogical models, organizational structures, administrative supports, and partnerships we would need in order to succeed. Our findings may be useful for libraries reassessing their own online instruction programs.

**Goals**

The cornerstone of an online instruction program is its goals. These objectives must support the values of its parent institution, be rooted in best practices, and gain wide acceptance by all instructional librarians. We created a set of goals, which other libraries can adopt or adapt to local needs. We agreed that our online instruction program must:

- Support and facilitate the mission, academic plan, and core principles of the university
- Incorporate best practices as outlined in ACRL’s newly revised “Characteristics of Programs That Illustrate Best Practices” (2012)
- Support equity of instruction access for all students regardless of location, reflecting ACRL’s “Standards for Distance Learning Library Services” (2008)
- Reach as many students as possible in order to engage them and facilitate learning
- Increase the number and variety of online tutorials so that the library achieves a robust online instruction presence
- Involve all instruction librarians equitably and fit into their schedules in a sustainable way
- Incorporate learning objectives and assessment into instruction in order to facilitate learning, provide evidence that students are learning what we are teaching, and generate data to prove our value
• Provide instruction that can be used at point-of-need on the library Web site, in a blended learning environment, in the learning management system (LMS), or in other online venues in order to accommodate students with a variety of learning style preferences

• Use a scalable and sustainable model of instruction

Reasons for Online Instruction

In order to make evidence-based decisions and help librarians reach a consensus, we began by examining the body of research on this issue, summarizing the results, and reporting on it to our colleagues. The following synopsis will provide other libraries with the supporting ideas and data they need to revamp their own instructional programs.

The paradigm shift in education, one fueled largely by developments in technology, is the single biggest reason that libraries need to reevaluate their instruction programs. A recent report by the Council of Ontario Universities (2012) describes cutting-edge teaching methods, practices that are technology-driven and representative of innovative teaching methods in all postsecondary institutions. According to the latest Horizon Report, technologies expected to impact education in the near- and mid-term horizon are MOOCs, tablets, games/gamification and learning analytics (John-son et al. 2013)—all technologies that will profoundly influence online instruction. Since technology “continues to drive futuristic thinking within academic libraries” (ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee 2012, 313), we must not risk being sidelined by not keeping up with e-trends (Petrowski and Deiss 2009). In fact librarians can lead the way in instruction by providing superior support for online courses (Lockerby and Stillwell 2010).

If technological change in education is an important driving force behind the shift to online teaching, economic realities are another. The full-time residential model of higher education is beyond the economic means of an increasing number of students who are looking for more flexible models (Chronicle Research Services 2009). Postsecondary institutions are cognizant of these economic challenges, and academic leaders admit to increasing their online offerings to meet this demand for flexibility and choice (Allen, Survey, and Seaman 2011). As the 2012 Horizon Report points out, “Budget cuts have forced institutions to re-evaluate strategies and find alternatives to the exclusive face-to-face learning model” (Johnson, Adams, and Cummins 2012, 4–
Online programming has helped postsecondary institutions maintain their enrolment and revenue (Bacow et al. 2012). Furthermore, only 13% of U.S. colleges and universities today do not currently offer online options (Allen and Seaman 2013, 20). Chronicle Research Services (2009) estimates that by 2020, upwards of 60% of students will be enrolled in online classes (779). It has become clear that libraries must meet the instructional needs of students who learn through online and distance environments. Indeed ACRL’s “Standards for Distance Learning Library Service” remind us that on- and off-campus users must have the same equity of access to library instruction (ACRL 2008).

Many students are not just discontented with traditional forms of education but “eager to use the tools and devices that are omnipresent in their lives” (Chronicle Research Services 2009, 7). Millennials spend an increasing amount of time online and see their futures centered around technology (Usova 2011; Chronicle Research Services 2009). For students who are accustomed to accessing instantaneous information and learning through YouTube and social networking sites, online instruction provides a rich and appealing learning environment (Bacow et al. 2012; McDonald and Thomas 2006). Furthermore, research shows that two-thirds of learners prefer online instruction to face-to-face (Silver and Nickel 2007). Students report that not only do they learn best in blended environments, but they expect instructors to use technology to engage them (Dahlstrom 2012). For them, technology makes learning an “immersive, engaging, and relevant experience” (Dahlstrom et al. 2011, 10). Online instruction also allows for individualization of learning and uses a range of media—both factors which motivate students (Beyth-Marom, Saporta, and Caspi 2005). As colleges and universities move towards more engagement- and user-centered models of education, libraries can support their users as well as their parent institutions by doing the same.

Students value speed, convenience, and service embedded at points of need in their access portals (Chronicle Research Services 2009; Lynn Silipigni Connaway, Dickey, and Radford 2011; Lynn Silipigni Connaway and Dickey 2010; De Rosa et al. 2011; Head and Eisenberg 2009; P. Williams and Rowlands 2007; JISC 2009; ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee 2012). As the development of electronic resources has improved the ease with which students conduct research, and increased confidence in their research skills, so too has the demand for point-of-need instruction increased (Befus and Byrne 2011; The New Media Consortium 2011). Chat services are expanding as in-
person reference declines; similarly e-resource usage has increased as users research from home. Online tutorials accessed at point-of-need fill a service gap by providing self-service instruction at a place and time when students need it most.

Electronic offerings expand the library’s instructional reach. Students can learn when the library is closed or when they are working off-campus. Online learning fits with students’ schedules more easily, particularly those learners who juggle school and work (Beyth-Marom, Saporta, and Caspi 2005; Gunn, Hearne, and Sibthorpe 2011; Silver and Nickel 2007). E-tutorials are also available for students when the instructor has no free class time for library instruction (Oud 2009). Although distance students benefit from online tutorials so too do on-campus students who prefer to self-serve. The latest OCLC “Perceptions of Libraries” study reports that only 10% of students ask librarians for assistance when they need help (De Rosa et al. 2011, 53). Online instruction is especially suited to shy or hesitant students (Usova 2011). It can equally appeal to independent and self-directed learners. We can expand our reach to non-traditional student populations in distance education (for example, older students, employed students, working professionals, students who live at a distance from the institution) (Bacow et al. 2012). Commuters, a segment of the population that will likely expand as more flexible course options are implemented, also benefit by expanded online offerings.

Students increasingly want to learn in ways that meet their own learning styles (Council of Ontario Universities 2012; Chronicle Research Services 2009; Johnson et al. 2013). With its varied assortment of instructional for- mats (text, audio, image, video), e-learning practices can appeal to a variety of preferences. Unlike in-person classes, online instruction allows for self-pacing, which is helpful for struggling learners and students whose mother tongue is not English. Entire instruction modules or individual parts may be replayed as many times as necessary for reference, practice, and reinforcement (Gunn, Hearne, and Sibthorpe 2011). Online instruction is, in effect, “more conducive to the expansion of learning time than is face-to-face instruction” (U.S. Department of Education 2010). It can supplement in-person classes and provide additional support for them (Oud 2009; Owston, Lupshenyuk, and Wideman 2011).
The one-shot model, by itself, is an inefficient instructional method. It forces all students to learn the same way, does not allow enough time to effectively teach information literacy skills, and does not promote active or deep learning (Anderson and May 2010; Farkas 2011; Gurney and Wilkes 2008; Montgomery 2010). Unlike the one-shot model which is constrained by course schedules, the number of available librarians, and their workload, online tutorials can be more easily scaled to large numbers of students (Williams 2009).

Objections to Online Instruction

Since the shift to online instruction can feel like a disruptive practice to some professionals, it is essential to address librarians’ concerns when revamping the library’s teaching and learning program. The loss of personalization is an oft-cited objection to e-learning. Indeed students are more inclined to feel a personal connection to librarians and the library once they meet an instructor. However, online instruction does not have to replace in-person classes. It can be used in combination with or as a supplement to face-to-face instruction. Furthermore, research has shown that students learn in various ways and that some prefer in-class instruction while others favor online learning (Bacow et al. 2012; Silver and Nickel 2007). In a meta-analysis of 50 independent studies, the U.S. Department of Education found that students in online learning environments performed modestly better than face-to-face ones (2010). As librarians, we should provide different forms of instruction to accommodate a variety of learning styles and preferences.

E-learning and its tools are still foreign to most instructors who teach today as they were taught (Bacow et al. 2012). New instructional technologies can seem intimidating, especially if people do not work with them regularly. However, not all online instruction requires the use of unfamiliar technologies. Most librarians are already creating online learning objects such as class guides or presentations uploaded to the library site. While ongoing training for unfamiliar technologies is essential (Bacow et al. 2012; Whatley 2009; Crawford-ferre and Wiest 2012), many traditional instructional resources are transferable to online environments. And while it takes considerable time to learn online instructional technologies and create e-learning objects, an online instructional program will become efficient over time.

Pedagogical Approaches
Research in the field of education has much to offer librarians who teach. Information literacy and library instruction have traditionally been situated within a constructivist framework that stresses active learning based on an individual’s experiences with information or concepts (Dunaway 2011; Grassian and Kaplowitz 2009). As Weimer (2002) notes, students who learn under a constructivist framework “need not wait until they have developed expertise before they interact with content. They are encouraged to explore it, handle it, relate it to their own expertise . . . the goal is to involve students in the process of acquiring and retaining information” (13). This framework informs ACRL’s Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education (Dunaway 2011). Since the codification of the current standards in 2000 though, information technology has substantially changed the manner in which people seek, acquire, and create information. The following pedagogical practices constitute best practices that work well in online learning environments:

- Identify learning outcomes to demonstrate how students will meet them (Bacow et al. 2012; Council of Ontario Universities 2012; Oakleaf 2010; Plumb 2010; Whatley 2009)
- Develop evaluation measures based on learning outcomes to provide data that demonstrates our value as teaching librarians (Oakleaf 2010). This data is essential since “demands for accountability and assessment will increase” in the future (ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee 2010, 287)
- Whenever possible use quizzes and interactive elements to incorporate active learning into online instruction. Adopt the model of “guide on the side” rather than “sage on the stage” (Ferguson and Ferguson 2005; Council of Ontario Universities 2012)
- Focus on student-centered learning, a model that emphasizes “discussion and student-developed interests rather than an instructor pushing what is important” (Guder 2010, 38). Discussion boards, chat rooms, online polling, and quizzes invite student participation. Interaction with both the instructor and peers is essential to avoid the isolation that e-learning can foster (Sung and Mayer 2012; Boling et al. 2012; Driscoll et al. 2012)
- Provide examples of successful quizzes and assignments so students have a model from which to work (Robbins 2012)
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- Build choice into online instruction. A sense of agency facilitates learning and engages students (Lindgren and McDaniel 2012)
- Use principles of universal design to accommodate a variety of learning styles (Boyd 2012)
- Give students control over pacing of instruction. Embed user-based controls into tutorials so that students can pause, rewind, or skip ahead
- Post the length of online videos; users are hesitant to commit to an unspecified length of time
- Use both synchronous and asynchronous methods of instruction. Synchronous methods such as webinars and chat in LMSs allow for greater interactivity and provide real-time feedback. Asynchronous methods such as screencast tutorials and online discussion boards allow for greater flexibility and convenience (Beyth-Marom, Saporta, and Caspi 2005; Bower 2011; Lietzau and Mann 2009; Passonneau and Coffey 2011; Roblyer et al. 2007)
- When feasible, build group work into instruction activities. Peer-to-peer interaction facilitates authentic learning and promotes a sense of community and belonging (Boling et al. 2012)
- Scaffold instruction by linking to what students already know (Oud 2009). Begin with basic, general concepts, then progress to more advanced instruction
- Introduce e-portfolios to motivate students and promote personalized, reflective learning. E-portfolios, which were identified as one of the fastest growing technologies in education in 2012 (Dahlstrom 2012), can also be used as assessment tools

Venues and Methods

Library Web Sites
The vast majority of library instructional content appears on its own Web sites. An obvious venue for library assistance and a particularly useful place for point-of-need instruction, the library site is a useful place for tutorials. However, academic libraries should also consider outreach and find ways to promote their modules beyond the library Web site.

Learning Management Systems
Research tells us that “73 percent of students use a course or learning management system and 27 percent of these students use it several times a
day” (Dahlstrom et al. 2011, 14). Whatever tutorials are uploaded to the library site could find a wider audience in an LMS. Placing tutorials in both locations increases their visibility. Course-embedded librarians in LMSs are also becoming increasingly popular (Whatley 2009). Librarians can embed themselves by offering chat for specified hours each week, creating an ask-a-librarian discussion board, uploading class-specific tutorials, or adding a Twitter widget (Mairn 2010). Although embedding in an LMS builds strong relationships with students and faculty, it is a time-consuming venture so the library should be strategic about the courses it chooses (Edwards, Kumar, and Ochoa 2010; York and Vance 2009).

**Video Hosting Web Sites**

YouTube and other high-traffic video hosting sites are popular with students. YouTube videos can be accessed through online computers as well as mobile devices, thus extending the reach of library instruction.

**Mobile Devices**

The smartphone and the tablet are two of the most important technologies of the decade (Lankes et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2013). Educause found that two-thirds of undergraduates use their devices for academic purposes (Dahlstrom et al. 2011, 7); another study reported that three-quarters of students never leave home without their smartphones (Lippincott 2010, 209). Developing mobile sites and apps will appeal to this increasingly “always-on” population.

**Collaboration with Campus Partners**

Collaborating with partners to integrate instruction on campus is essential. Fostering communication with faculty raises awareness of library programming and integrates our instruction services more effectively into courses (Anderson and May 2010). Collaboration with partners such as student learning services and faculty teaching support departments promotes our services and coordinates our efforts within the academic community.

**Production and Delivery**

Online instruction is often equated with video tutorials, but it is much broader. There are a variety of ways to deliver instruction electronically, some of which are more time-consuming and training-intensive than others. Accessibility must be a top priority in whatever learning objects we create.
Whenever possible, we should incorporate analytics into online instruction in order to collect usage data.

**Video Tutorials**

Millennials are accustomed to learning through videos on YouTube and other sites. Video tutorials can supplement in-person classes or act as standalone products at point-of-need. They can also be exported into audio-only files or PDF files of the images and text, thereby accommodating different learning styles. Video tutorials take considerable time to create but once completed, can be viewed by many patrons over extended periods. They can be uploaded to multiple places—a library site, an LMS, or a video-hosting site.

**Slide Decks Using Presentation Software**

Learning objects created from presentation software can be uploaded to library Web sites or hosting sites such as Screencast.com or SlideShare. The same slide deck can be repurposed for in-class presentations. Since librarians are already familiar with presentation software, they are not faced with a steep learning curve when creating slide decks.

**Vendor Tutorials**

In order to reduce time spent on creating tutorials, librarians should use vendor tutorials where appropriate. Tutorials from vendors such as Web of Science or RefWorks are designed and revised regularly with the user in mind. Linking to these tutorials avoids “reinventing the wheel” and gives librarians time to work on other projects.

**Text and/or Image Tutorials**

PDF documents are easy to create and require no additional training. Text-based tutorials that use headings, subheadings, and bullet points are more effective than ones using large blocks of unbroken text (Krug 2006).

**Webinars and Lecture Capture**

Webinars and lecture capture present live or pre-recorded lectures in online environments, facilitate the recording of live sessions, and enable student learning through communication and interaction (EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative 2008). These learning objects allow people to meet in an online environment in real time. Students and facilitators are able to participate from different locations, and sessions can be recorded for future use. Products such as Adobe Connect can present traditional slide decks or project the facilitator’s
screen to all the users. Facilitators are able to mark up slides with digital highlighters, or add callouts and text directly onto slides. A separate “whiteboard” can be used when facilitators require the entire screen to illustrate a concept. Participants are able to ask questions through chat boxes or audio; take part in polls, quizzes, and discussions; or even be given control of the facilitator’s desktop to present their own concepts to the class. Webinars are becoming increasingly popular with distance education students since users can participate from off campus (Bower 2011; Barnhart and Stanfield 2011; Kear et al. 2012).

**Video Conferencing**

Video conferencing is useful for online courses and particularly for multi-campus institutions. The same in-person instruction can be delivered to two places at once, which cuts down on travel time and increases the yield of instruction. Video conferencing equipment is expensive – much more so than any of the other technologies discussed in this paper.

**Online Gaming**

Gamification is the process of integrating challenges, rewards, levels of competency, and feedback into learning (Markey, Leeder, and St. Jean 2011). Students often perceive library sessions as tedious, boring, and irrelevant (Markey, Leeder, and St. Jean 2011; Smith and Baker 2011), but games can interest learners in ways that other approaches do not. The 2013 Horizon Report predicts that gaming as an instructional technology will predominate in the next 2 to 3 years (Johnson et al. 2013). Game-based learning can stimulate productivity and creative inquiry and support 21st-century competencies such as collaboration, problem-solving, and communication (Johnson, Adams, and Cummins 2012; Johnson et al. 2013). James Paul Gee, the seminal researcher on gaming in education, also argues that good video games incorporate sound learning principles such as experiential and scaffolded learning (2007, 2003). He claims that “the theory of learning in good video games is close to what I believe are the best theories of learning in cognitive science” (2007, 7). A number of academic libraries have invented online instruction games but the development of such games takes time and technological expertise (Martin and Ewing 2008; Smale 2011).

**Organizational Structures**
The development of a robust, responsive online teaching and learning program is a time-consuming enterprise that demands a variety of skills sets and knowledge. While its instructional focus on information resources, research strategies and citation management is similar to a traditional instructional program, a successful online instruction program requires experience in information technology and course design, proficiency with consumer information delivery devices such as smart phones and tablets, and expertise with different content-creation platforms.

These technological and design challenges present academic libraries to team-based efforts that draw upon different kinds of expertise, and help diffuse knowledge to library users and librarians alike.

There is no perfect organizational model for the academic library, let alone its instructional plan. Factors such as the library’s age, its size and relationship to other groups on campus, and its collaborations with library- and non-library partners all make one library and its programming distinct from others. However, the fiscal and resource constraints of today’s economic climate make it important for all libraries to analyze how their organization and governance models affect their program outcomes. The success and sustainability of an online instruction program in a changing environment will be dependent on its fit within the library’s organizational structure. Libraries must consider in particular their organizational planning processes and means of transforming information into strategy, their ability to share knowledge through teams, their internal and external learning partnerships, and the functions they must perform to meet its goals and user needs (Chen 2007, 7).

This emphasis on organizational management, knowledge sharing, and performance is not unique since the management of resources has become a critical function of librarianship. Saarti and Juntunen note that today’s librarians have academic as well as program-driven, managerial expectations placed on their shoulders (2011), while Matteson, Schlueter, and Hidy remind us that “a gap exists in preparing librarians to take on these challenging management responsibilities” (2013, 220) in LIS programs. Managing teams, productivity, and program goals are subjects that are finding greater traction in LIS literature, however. Martin’s survey on management and productivity in libraries shows that “the literature focuses on how to implement teams in an effort to streamline work processes” (2007) and that implementing Total Quality
Management, or assessment-driven, team-based service models (Owens 1999; Stoffle and Cuillier 2010; Chang and Bright 2012), leads to “increased productivity, as well as increased job satisfaction; the empowerment, job enrichment, and development of workers; and higher quality services” (Martin 2007, 131). Within the context of online teaching and learning, where the production of instructional content through a variety of skills and knowledge must be reconciled against the financial demands of stagnant budgets and the technological demands of the digital user, libraries should consider a team-based governance model in order to best achieve its instructional goals. Best practices for team implementation include:

- Developing a function-based team to organize, manage, and implement the library’s online instruction program. Following Peter Drucker’s widely held understanding of a manager’s duties, teams should be tasked to:
  - organize tasks and workload
  - develop and maintain reporting mechanisms with other teams inside the library
  - establish measurable performance targets
  - maintain professional development for its group members (2008)

  These duties, which are purposely general in scope to meet the needs of different organizational cultures, will create teams whose focus is on developing and achieving deliverable goals, communicating with other groups in the library, and creating assessment and feedback mechanisms to evaluate and improve upon their body of work.

- Using a self-managing model to govern the team’s work. Teams that are given the autonomy to set their own goals and measure the quality of its work often meet and exceed high performance standards (Kozlowski and Bell 2003; Kline 1999). Although team members may not necessarily agree with all goals, it is essential that they understand how and why a goal was determined in order to maintain social cohesion and group effectiveness (Kline 1999).

- Letting team members determine their roles and duties. Allowing team members to determine their roles and expected outcomes helps people stay encouraged about their duties and ensure that workload is evenly distributed (Kline 1999).
• Limiting the size of teams. Small teams often reach consensus faster than larger teams. Groups of 4 to 7 people tend to be nimble and can take on tasks and achieve their goals more efficiently than larger groups can (Drucker 2008; Yeatts and Hyten 1998).

• Defining internal and external evaluation mechanisms based on the team’s output and viability. Teams that have a voice in the development of their evaluation mechanisms have a better sense of the reasons for assessment, as well as their ability to attain these goals within the organizational mission (Hackman 1987).

• Allowing the team to choose its own leader and form of leadership. Leadership roles take many forms, such as consultants or coaches (Recardo et al. 1996), or as liaisons to external governance structures. However the role manifests itself, the leader has a responsibility to maintain “favorable performance conditions for the team . . . [through] monitoring and taking action” (358) to maintain a steady course.

Implementing these guidelines, which summarize the definition and work of self-managed teams, would take the necessary step of codifying organizational practices and strategies that are common to others organizations within the academic library (Garrison 2011). Applied to online instruction, a library can create functional teams that include representation from people with the different kinds of expertise required to generate goals and take actions that fit the entire library mission and meet the demands for both general and discipline-specific resources. By giving it the autonomy to set its own goals and manage its work, and by fitting its assessment within the larger organizational structure, it can develop a results-based culture that focuses on measurable results and excellent service to the library’s online users.

Conclusion

Online instruction is by no means a new mode for librarians to conduct their teaching and learning programs. It is part of today’s instructional program in most academic libraries, and tools such as chat widgets, video tutorials, and instant feedback are naturally expected by our users. Today’s social and information technologies have placed new demands on academic libraries, and it is time to reconsider how well we meet our users’ information needs and our own instructional aims with these tools. By evaluating online pedagogical aims and models, organizational structures and administrative supports, and
preferred modes and formats of delivery, academic libraries can assess the strength of their current online instructional program and build upon it to meet future successes.
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